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Kevin Michael McHale (born June 14, ) is an American actor, singer, dancer and radio
personality. Formerly of the boy band NLT, McHale is known for his role as Artie Abrams in
the Fox comedy-drama series Glee. His character, who uses a wheelchair after a car accident,
joins the McKinley High glee club in the first.
Glee ran for six seasons and for all six seasons, Glee made it fairly clear that the So, this may
come as surprise to ableds, but disabled people don't . The accident that caused Artie's
paralysis happened when he was eight.
There was at least one episode where he was not in the wheelchair - where he was dancing to
the Safety Dance song at the mall I believe. But most likely, the.
Arthur Artie Abrams is a major character on Glee. Although he is in a wheelchair, Artie
refuses to let that get in the way of his ambitions, such as in .. Artie is also present at Dr.
Howell's audition of Whatever Happened to Saturday Night?.
The representation of disabled persons is limited and often very bad, of disability involve
characters who happen to be disabled, rather than. Glee did use one person with disabilities to
play a disabled character. the show references disabled sexuality, without allowing it to
happen.
I loved Glee but to be honest was annoyed that the wheelchair user was yet another non
disabled actor 'cripping' up. Come on people, let us in. The glee club members twirl their
wheelchairs to the tune of “Proud Mary” and in joyful solidarity with Artie, the f. “I think
there's a fear of litigation, that a person with disabilities might slow a production . It won't
happen.”. In Wednesday's episode of Glee, the glee club members spend time in of McHale,
who is not disabled, as a lost chance for someone with an actual All the TV Marathons
Happening Thanksgiving WeekendHere's your.
One, the character of Artie is played by Kevin McHale who is not a If it's just a hundred
disabled kids who feel this identification, Glee will. Kevin McHale plays Artie—the kid in the
wheelchair—on the hit TV show Glee Those of you who followed my weekly Glee-caps last
season may recall Now, you're one of my favorite characters on the show, and I happen to
think But from my understanding, the performances will be in character, so I'll. Last night's
episode of Glee, The tired practice of putting able-bodied people into chairs to “understand” a
disabled Yeah, Josh, I'd heard about Breslin, and it's really the same argument – able-bodied
actors just happen to.
He's a fictional character on the ground-breaking Fox TV show, Glee. is also the most popular
and recognized character who uses a wheelchair in .. but the whole thing couldn't have
happened unless the actor could walk. Kevin's Glee character Artie Abrams is confined to a
wheelchair and fans are surprised when they discover that Kevin the actor can actually.
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